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Your self-care ritual is called a ritual for a reason. We at Aulic exist to elevate this invigorating 

experience further by offering you a range of quality and masterfully designed vanities, benchtops, 

mirrors, and other luxurious bathroom vanity needs. Our mission is rooted in the idea of putting 

your experience with our products above all else. We value the premium experience we want you 

to have when you set foot into your bathroom both for a quick morning routine and your unhurried 

nighttime self-care ritual.

Bringing you a tangible representation of expert craftsmanship and attention to detail.

We strive to become a leading provider of quality products that are both timeless and durable 

enough to stand the test of time. From the selection of the materials to the intricate process of 

bringing ideas to life, we are committed to bringing you nothing but the feel and look of luxury 

without the hefty price tag.

Aulic is on a mission to provide Australian households with a premium experience through stunning 

and reasonably priced products that will give you that million dollar experience.

We go above and beyond in providing our clientele outstanding service and remarkable products. 

All Aulic products are checked using strict quality standards - allowing us to provide you with 

nothing but products you, and the entire family will love to use.

We are confident in what we offer, we are providing you with these guarantees. We strive to 

become known for offering stellar customer experience and these warranties will cover every 

transaction of the original purchaser.

Our Products

Our Mission

Our Guarantee

What we promise
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HAMILTON WALL HUNG  (Overall Depth 460MM)

FEATURES

All-drawers model with curved feature ends

Premium plywood with laminate inish                                                                                                                                           
Hettich InnoTech Atira premium runners

Drawer Organiser included

L-rail designed inger pull
Premium graphite interior

For benchtop selections please refer to page 52 

For full speciications please refer to page 58

Taps, plug & wastes and accessories not included

Available sizes-750,900,1200,1500 and 1800mm                                                                     

Available with Flat stone top only 

PicturedĹHAMILTON WALL HUNG-1800mm
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Hamilton Wall Hung is inspired by the allure of minimalistic style with a 

little added modern touch for taste, this simple yet outspoken piece is 

guaranteed to enhance the environment of the space it’s installed in. 

This particular piece fits well in lightly colored rooms, while fanatically 

contrasting against darker ones.
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 IT'S TIME TO TAKE

CHARGE AND DECORATE 

YOUR LIFE

Enhance the ambient atmosphere of your home with this curvaceous 

addition that will breathe a refreshing breath of style into any room. 

Simplistic and easy on the eyes, the curves of the Hamilton Wall Hung are 

ffl

PicturedĹHAMILTON WALL HUNG-1500mm

Hettich® InnoTech Atira 
premium runner
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PicturedĹHAMILTON WALL HUNG-900mm

PicturedĹHAMILTON WALL HUNG-1200mm

Pictured灄HAMILTON WALL HUNG-750mm
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PETRA WALL HUNG  (Overall Depth 460MM)

FEATURES

All-drawers model with curved feature ends.

V groove polyurethane matte white inish                                                                                                                                     
Hettich InnoTech Atira premium runner

Drawer Organiser included

L-rail designed inger pull
Premium graphite interior

For benchtop selections please refer to page 52 

For full speciications please refer to page 58

Taps, plug & wastes and accessories not included

Available sizes-750,900,1200,1500 and 1800mm                                                                     

Available with Flat stone top only

Pictured灄PETRA WALL HUNG-1800mm
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This ingenious design of Petra Wall Hung is simple with hints of 

complexity. The symmetry of Petra Wall Hung works wonders at pulling 

any room together and creating that one-a-kind atmosphere that home-

owners are looking for. Not only does this particular piece work well 

in simple spaces, but it’s also complex enough to bring out the best in 

almost any layout.
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Petra Wall Hung incorporates clean lines with a nice little touch of 

simplistic charm. Not only is this design trendy and a great way to 

open up any space, but it’s also layered with hints of elegance that 

are guaranteed to impress. Petra Wall Hung can create that lavish 

atmosphere that’s often times desired in the homestead.

PicturedĹPETRA WALL HUNG-1500mm
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PicturedĹPETRA WALL HUNG-900mm

PicturedĹPETRA WALL HUNG-750mm

PicturedĹPETRA WALL HUNG-1200mm
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VERONA WALL HUNG  (Overall Depth 460MM)

FEATURES

All-drawer model

Thermo laminated V groove(front) matte white inish                                                                                                                                           
Hettich InnoTech Atira premium runner

Drawer Organiser included

L-rail designed inger pull
Premium graphite interior

For benchtop selections please refer to page 52 

For full speciications please refer to page 58

Taps, plug & wastes and accessories not included

Available sizes-600,750,900,1200,1500 and 1800mm                                                                   

Available with Ceramic top, Stone top with undermount basin 

and Flat stone top

PicturedĹVERONA WALL HUNG-1800mm
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 BEAUTIFUL DETAILED FINE

LINES AND ELEGANCE 

IN VERONA WALL HUNG

Treat your eyes with these fabulous designs that are great for anyone 

searching for top-quality fixtures that pack quite the visual punch. 

Simplistically plump lines are the heart of this collection and one look at 

them will have you seeing the lavishness, they radiate. 

Hettich® InnoTech Atira 
premium runner
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PicturedĹVERONA WALL HUNG-1200mm

PicturedĹVERONA WALL HUNG-1500mm

i
will change yours. The calm and symmetrical design of Verona Wall 

Hung extends far beyond its simple style and opens up the eyes to the 

full unbridled experience that it’s imbued within. These bold lines make a 

bold statement sure to compliment any room it’s a part of.
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PicturedĹVERONA WALL HUNG-750mm

PicturedĹVERONA WALL HUNG-600mm

PicturedĹVERONA WALL HUNG-900mm
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TUSCANA WALL HUNG  (Overall Depth 460MM)

FEATURES

All-drawers model

Thermo laminated wave-groove(front) wood-grain front inish                                                                                                                                           
Hettich InnoTech Atira premium runner

Drawer Organiser included

L-rail designed inger pull
Premium graphite interior

For benchtop selections please refer to page 52 

For full speciications please refer to page 58

Taps, plug & wastes and accessories not included

Available sizes-600,750,900,1200,1500 and 1800mm                                                                  

Available with-Ceramic top,Stone top with undermount basin 

and Flat stone top

PicturedĹTUSCANA WALL HUNG-1800mm
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With every light space, you need some dark for contrast, and Tuscana 

Wall Hung is great for that. This modernistic design complements any 

area; making light colors pop and dark colors blend. When that subtle 

touch of elegance is needed, this design sits boldly at the top, ready to 

enhance any space it becomes a part of.
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PicturedĹTUSCANA WALL HUNG-1500mm

Our homes speak for us. The way we decorate our homes says a lot 

about us as individuals and as well as the kind of person we aspire to 

be. Tuscana Wall Hung screams elegance with a touch of rustic charm 

sprinkled in for good measure. This piece is a great take on an older 

design with a modern twist.
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METICULOUSLY CRAFTED

AND INGENIOUSLY 

CONCEIVED

Innovation is a trailblazer when it comes to moving the ball forward and 

changing the game, and in the case of this collection, that’s what you get. 

Tuscana Wall Hung are designed for those who want to keep it simple but 

add a rustic, yet modern touch to their homes.

PicturedĹTUSCANA WALL HUNG-1200mm
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PicturedĹTUSCANA WALL HUNG-900mm

PicturedĹTUSCANA WALL HUNG-750mm

PicturedĹTUSCANA WALL HUNG-600mm
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PERLA WALL HUNG  (Overall Depth 460MM)

FEATURES

All-drawers model

Thermo laminated V groove(fronts) matte white inish                                                                                                                                           
Hettich InnoTech Atira premium runner

Drawer Organiser included

L-rail designed inger pull
Premium graphite interior

For benchtop selections please refer to page 52 

For full speciications please refer to page 58

Taps, plug & wastes and accessories not included

Available sizes-600,750,900,1200,1500 and 1800mm                                                                     

Available with-Ceramic top,Stone top with undermount basin 

and Flat stone top

PicturedĹPERLA WALL HUNG-1800mm
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Quality and art are a tandem that works extraordinarily well together and 

Perla Wall Hung is proof of that. Simple lines, high-quality materials, and 

the sleek look that goes with virtually any style or theme you may already 

have.  Perla Wall Hung makes a great centrepiece to your space, but can 

i
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Light and dark may be polar opposites of one another but when they 

come together, the visual showing can be a sight to behold. With the light 

opening up dark rooms and the dark standing out as a bold statement 

in light rooms,  Perla Wall Hung is sure to do the trick and enhance any 

environment it’s installed in.

PicturedĹPERLA WALL HUNG-1500mm
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PicturedĹPERLA WALL HUNG-900mm

PicturedĹPERLA WALL HUNG-1200mm

PicturedĹPERLA WALL HUNG-750mm PicturedĹPERLA WALL HUNG-600mmIf a picture is worth a thousand words,  Perla Wall Hung is worth an entire book. While 

it’s simple in design and by nature, this piece has the power to pull together any space 

and complete it. The basic layout makes this particular piece work well in any area, 

regardless of theme, style, or color.
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CALDER WALL HUNG  (Overall Depth 460MM)

FEATURES

All-drawers model

Thermo laminated wave-groove(front) wood-grain fronts inish                                                                                                                                           
Hettich InnoTech Atira premium runner

Drawer Organiser included

L-rail designed inger pull
Premium graphite interior

For benchtop selections please refer to page 52 

For full speciications please refer to page 58

Taps, plug & wastes and accessories not included

Available sizes-600,750,900,1200,1500 and 1800mm                                                                     

Available with-Ceramic top,Stone top with undermount basin 

and Flat stone top

PicturedĹCALDER WALL HUNG-1800mm
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NATURE IS ALWAYS

A BREATHTAKING SIGHT 

TO BEHOLD

Which is why nature served as the inspiration behind this beautifully 

crafted masterpiece. Calder is great for any area that has a natural-rustic 

i
completing this one-of-a-kind look.
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PicturedĹCALDER WALL HUNG-1500mm

PicturedĹCALDER WALL HUNG-1200mm
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PicturedĹCALDER WALL HUNG-750mm

PicturedĹCALDER WALL HUNG-600mm

PicturedĹCALDER WALL HUNG-900mm
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BENCH TOPS

Model:  CATO  Stone with undermount basin 1 tap hole

Code:  ST26-600: 600x460mm     

ST26-750: 750x460mm

ST26-900: 900x460mm   

ST26-1200: 1200x460mm

ST26-1500S: 1500x460mm

ST26-1500D: 1500x460mm

ST26-1800D: 1800x460mm

Model:  SNOW  Flat stone top without hole

Code:  ST46FTNH-600: 600x460x20mm          

ST46FTNH-750: 750x460x20mm

ST46FTNH-900: 900x460x20mm       

ST46FTNH-1200: 1200x46x20mm

ST46FTNH-1500: 1500x460x20mm

Model:  PURE  Stone with undermount basin 1 tap hole

Code:  ST56-600: 600x460mm        

ST56-750: 750x460mm

ST56-900: 900x460mm       

ST56-1200: 1200x460mm

ST56-1500S: 1500x460mm

ST56-1500D: 1500x460mm

ST56-1800D: 1800x460mm

Model:  SNOW  Stone with undermount basin 1 tap hole

Code:  ST46-600: 600x460mm         

ST46-750: 750x460mm

ST46-900: 900x460mm       

ST46-1200: 1200x460mm

ST46-1500S: 1500x460mm

ST46-1500D: 1500x460mm

Model:  PURE  Flat stone top without hole

Code:  ST56FTNH-600: 600x460x20mm     

ST56FTNH-750: 750x460x20mm

ST56FTNH-900: 900x460x20mm       

ST56FTNH-1200: 1200x460x20mm

ST56FTNH-1500: 1500x460x20mm

ST56FTNH-1800: 1800x460x20mm

Model:  ALPINE  Quartz stone with undermount basin 1 tap hole

Code:  ST86-600: 600x460mm          

ST86-750: 750x460mm

ST86-900: 900x460mm       

ST86-1200: 1200x460mm

ST86-1500: 1500x460mm

ST86-1800: 1800x460mm

Model:  CATO  Flat stone top without hole

Code:  ST26FTNH-600: 600x460x20mm          

ST26FTNH-750: 750x460x20mm

ST26FTNH-900: 900x460x20mm       

ST26FTNH-1200: 1200x460x20mm

ST26FTNH-1500: 1500x460x20mm

ST26FTNH-1800: 1800x460x20mm

Model:  ALPINE  Flat quartz stone top without hole

Code:  ST86FTNH-600: 600x460x20mm          

ST86FTNH-750: 750x460x20mm

ST86FTNH-900: 900x460x20mm

ST86FTNH-1200: 1200x460x20mm

ST86FTNH-1500: 1500x460x20mm

ST86FTNH-1800: 1800x460x20mm
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Model:  CRYSTAL  Ceramic top with 1 tap hole

Code:  CT28-600: 600x460mm    

CT28-750: 750x460mm

CT28-900: 900x460mm       

CT28-1200: 1200x460mm

CT28-1500S: 1500x460mm

CT28-1500D: 1500x460mm

Model:  GALA  Ceramic top with 1 tap hole

Code:  CT26-465: 465x260mm 

Model:  MINI  Ceramic top with 1 tap hole

Code:  CT27-600: 600x360mm      

CT27-750: 750x360mm

CT27-900: 900x360mm       

Model:  PALIS WHITE  Flat quartz stone top without hole

Code:  ST66FTNH-600: 600x460x20mm             

ST66FTNH-750: 750x460x20mm

ST66FTNH-900: 900x460x20mm       

ST66FTNH-1200: 1200x460x20mm

ST66FTNH-1500: 1500x460x20mm

ST66FTNH-1800: 1800x460x20mm

BASINS

Model: LILAC GLOSS WHITE

Code: XECB-097GW

360x360x120mm

Model: CADEL GLOSS WHITE

Code: XECB-099GW

500x320x120mm

Model: CYRUS GLOSS WHITE

Code: XECB-101GW

415x365x120mm

Model: LENA GLOSS WHITE

Code: XECB-095GW

355x355x120mm

Model: LILAC MATTE WHITE

Code: XECB-098MW

360x360x120mm

Model: CADEL MATTE WHITE

Code: XECB-100MW

500x320x120mm

Model: CYRUS MATTE WHITE

Code: XECB-102MW

415x365x120mm

Model: LENA MATTE WHITE

Code: XECB-096MW

355x355x120mm
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ALINA MIRRORS

BELLA SHAVING CABINETS

Code:CASCXX-600

(A) 600×700×150mm

Code:CASCXX-750

(B) 750×700×150mm

Code:CASCXX-900

(C) 900×700×150mm

Code:CASCXX-1500

(D) 1500x700x150mm

Code:CASCXX-1200

(D) 1200×700×150mm

Matt White Leo/Grace Tuscana/CalderMatt Black Mia Max Lola LeonaGlacier White Glacier Black

Code:CAM100-600

(A) 600mm Diameter

Code:CAM100-750

(B) 750mm Diameter

Code:CAM100-900

(C) 900mm Diameter

Code:CAM100-1200

(D) 1200mm Diameter

TOUCHLESS LED MIRRORS

Brushed Bronze
PVD

Brushed Gold
PVD

Brushed Nickel
PVD

Gun Metal
PVD

Frameless Matte White Matte Black

Code:LMCAN-500

500x900mm

Code:LMWIN-700

700mm Dia

Code:LMWIN-900

900mm Dia

Code:LMBM-450

 450x900mm

*More information refer to LED MIRROR brochure
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HAMILTON WALL HUNG PETRA WALL HUNG

CAWH39-750 CAWH40-750CAWH39-1200 CAWH40-1200

CAWH39-900 CAWH40-900CAWH39-1500 CAWH40-1500

CAWH39-1800 CAWH40-1800

SIDE VIEW SIDE VIEW
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VERONA WALL HUNG TUSCANA WALL HUNG

CAWH41-600 CAWH41-1200

CAWH41-750

CAWH41-900

CAWH41-1500

CAWH41-1800

SIDE VIEW

CAWH42-600 CAWH42-1200

CAWH42-750

CAWH42-900

CAWH42-1500

CAWH42-1800

SIDE VIEW
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PERLA WALL HUNG CALDER WALL HUNG

CAWH43-600 CAWH43-1200

CAWH43-750

CAWH43-900

CAWH43-1500

CAWH43-1800

SIDE VIEW

CAWH44-600 CAWH44-1200

CAWH44-750

CAWH44-900

CAWH44-1500

CAWH44-1800

SIDE VIEW
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Warranty
ALEX GROUP AUS PTY LTD is made to the highest industry standards and quality, referring to table 

below for warranty periods.

Conditions:

1. Installation is made by a LICENSED tradesman. 

2. Failure derives from a fault in the quality of the product. 

3. Proof of purchase should be provided when making a claim.

4. The product should be installed properly.

    All cabinets are engineered for Moisture Proof. Wipe any water residue after use.

To fullest extent under the law, ALEX GROUP AUS PTY LTD is not liable for damage to any person or 

property and any indirect consequence or other loss. ALEX GROUP AUS PTY LTD liability does not include 

the cost of installation or removal of any product and no warranty will be supplied if damage occurs during 

or after INSTALLATION or a damaged or incorrect part has been installed. The warranty does not cover the 

issue by improper installation; accident; misuse; abuse; negligence; installation or part installation by the 

purchaser or any person other than a LICENCED tradesman; excessive wear and tear; improper care and 

maintenance; excessive heat damage or harsh detergents or other cleaners used on products; chemical, 

electrochemical or electrical influences and natural causes.

In case of dispute, ALEX GROUP AUS PTY LTD reserves the right of final decision on the interpretation of 

these terms and conditions. 

Vanity

Top/top with  

undermount 

basin

Cabinet

Other Products

Basin

LED Mirror

Commercial Use

10 Years replacement products or parts.

12 Months replacement products or parts & labour

24 Months replacement products or parts 

12 Months replacement products or parts & labour

5 Years replacement products or parts 

12 Months replacement products or parts & labour

5 Years replacement products or parts 

12 Months replacement products or parts & labour

12 Months replacement products or parts & labour

12 Months replacement products or parts & labour


